Executive & Board Risk Intelligence

An ERM Platform that Enables Insurance
Executives to See the Risk “Big Picture”

DRIVING TANGIBLE
BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Are you prepared if the Board Risk Committee or a
Regulator asks for an update on your Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) status? Instead of a fire drill to compile
and update spreadsheets from across the company into a
coherent report, wouldn’t it be nice to have this
information readily available in a centralized platform, that
can be accessed anytime, anywhere? SRA WatchtowerTM
P&C is an enterprise risk and performance management
platform that provides full risk transparency, so Executives
and the Board can make more insightful business
decisions, while staying fully compliant.

✓ Improved Executive &
Board Oversight
✓ More Reliable
Regulatory Compliance
✓ Better Data Quality &
Risk Governance

✓ Increased Profitability
& Resilience

Watchtower P&C integrates Key Risk & Performance Indicators so
Senior Management and the Board know our strategic plans are
unfolding and what we need to do to “right the ship.”

BOOK A DEMO
Strategic Risk Associates | info@SRArisk.com | www.SRArisk.com/Watchtower/Insurance

OUR ERM MATURITY ASSESSMENT FOR P&C HELPS
YOU UNDERSTAND OBJECTIVELY WHERE YOU ARE
AND HOW YOU CAN IMPROVE QUICKLY

Hindsight

Insight

Foresight

The Watchtower P&C Risk Maturity Assessment Benefits:
✓ Provides an objective set of ratings scales for ERM capabilities
✓ Assesses P&C Insurance companies along specific Insurance risk dimensions
✓ Enables the Board/Senior Management to establish targets and take action

✓ Allows for self-evaluation and/or assisted review by Insurance Subject Matter Experts

Email us at info@srarisk.com to learn more about the Risk Maturity Assessment
and how it can start you on your way toward a more resilient future
About Strategic Risk Associates
Strategic Risk Associates (SRA) is a technology solutions and risk management consulting provider, serving Financial Services,
Insurance and Technology Industries. Working with Ironwood Consulting Group, a boutique insurance consulting firm, the firms
have customized SRA’s proprietary technology and methodology to navigate insurance company risk and drive growth.
Watchtower P&C is the only risk intelligence and performance management platform specifically built to inform insurance
executives and boards.
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